November Movies
November 4 – Six Minutes to Midnight
Summer 1939. Influential families in Nazi Germany have sent their daughters to a finishing school in an English seaside town
to learn the language and be ambassadors for a future looking National Socialist. A teacher there sees what is coming and is
trying to raise the alarm. But the authorities believe he is the problem. Drama/Thriller. PG-13 for some violence. 1 hour 39 minutes.

November 11 – Blithe Spirit
A screenwriter suffering from writer’s block (Dan Stevens) invites a medium (Judi Dench) to perform a séance in an attempt
to spark inspiration. But when the medium accidentally summons the spirit of his jealous first wife, the screenwriter and his
aspiring-actress bride are thrust into an interdimensional love triangle. Comedy/Fantasy. PG-13 for suggestive reference and some
drug material. 1 hour 39 minutes.

November 18 – 12 Mighty Orphans
The true story of the Mighty Mites, the football team of a Fort Worth orphanage who, during the Great Depression, went
from playing without shoes—or even a football—to playing for the Texas state championships. Over the course of their
winning season these underdogs and their resilient spirit became an inspiration to their city, state, and an entire nation in
need of a rebound. The architect of their success was Rusty Russell, a legendary high school coach who shocked his
colleagues by giving up a privileged position so he could teach and coach at an orphanage. Few knew Rusty's secret: that he
himself was an orphan. Recognizing that his scrawny players couldn't beat the other teams with brawn, Rusty developed
innovative strategies that would come to define modern football. History/Drama. PG-13 for violence, language, some suggestive
references, smoking and teen drinking. 1 hour 58 minutes.

 Shown on Thursdays at 9:30am and 1:30pm.
 Each showing limited to 70 people.
 RSVP is appreciated, walk-in’s may be accommodated.
 No food or drink permitted in the auditorium.
 Call if you need to cancel.

 All movies subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances.

